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Objective. The ability of ultrasound (US) and ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) to induce angiogen-
esis has been explored as a means of restoring blood flow to ischemic muscle. Because UCAs demon-
strate an increasing percentage of collapse cavitation with increasing US pressure (Pr), this study sought
to explore the effects of a US Pr that produces 100% collapse cavitation, determine the capillary den-
sity changes, and determine the time point of angiogenic rebound in a normal animal model.
Methods. Using a 1-MHz focused transducer and a peak rarefactional US Pr of 3.8 MPa, rat gracilis
muscles were exposed to US, and bioeffects were assessed. Capillary density, as a measure of angio-
genesis, was examined. As an additional measure, inflammatory cells were quantified via a color
threshold analysis to detect the presence of CD31 and CD34 as a percentage of the total section on
stained slides. Six groups (0, 3, 6, 13, 20, and 27 days postexposure [DPE]; n = 3 each) and 5 cage con-
trols were used to characterize the angiogenic response. Results. Ultrasound-UCA treatment caused
the capillary density to decrease acutely (0 DPE) by 70% and inflammatory cells to increase by up to
250%. The angiogenic rebound was observed at 3 DPE but did not return to control levels by 27 DPE,
suggesting an incomplete healing response. Conclusions. Capillary destruction and inflammation
played an important role in the angiogenic response induced by US-UCA. Exposure that causes 100%
collapse cavitation causes capillary destruction from which normal rats are unable to recover and sug-
gests a nontherapeutic effect. Key words: collapse cavitation; capillary damage; inflammation; proan-
giogenic therapy; therapeutic ultrasound.
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schemia-related heart disease affects more than 80
million people in the United States.1 Current inter-
ventions include ablation, angioplasty, revascular-
ization, and bypass surgery. The invasive nature of

these techniques excludes patients with myocardial
ischemia who are not amenable to surgical intervention.
For this reason, alternative methods of revascularization
in ischemic cardiac muscle have been explored. Over the
past 2 decades, cellular, molecular, and genetic therapy
attempts have been made to find a clinically relevant
treatment.2–6 Ultimately, it is the invasiveness or lack of
site specificity that provides the largest obstacle for thera-
peutic effectiveness of angiogenic treatments.

Current research has suggested that ultrasound (US)-
ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) treatment can be thera-
peutically beneficial, providing a noninvasive way to
spatially and temporally target ischemic tissues.7–10 This
type of angiogenic therapy can be used as an alternative
to high-risk percutaneous intervention or bypass graft
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surgery. Several studies report a reparative
response to US-UCA exposure and state that iner-
tial cavitation, or microbubble collapse, is possibly
required for angiogenesis to occur.8,11–14 Numerous
small-scale studies have shown promising results;
however, when large-scale double-blind studies
were conducted, they showed limited effects.15

A major impediment for progress to clinical appli-
cability is, perhaps, the lack of understanding of
the biophysical mechanisms that connect US-
UCAs to neovascularization.

It is important to establish a basic knowledge of
capillary changes that occur with US-UCA expo-
sure so that US-UCA-induced angiogenesis can
be assessed for therapeutic benefit and so that
existing therapies can be improved. Current stud-
ies in the literature involving US-UCA-induced
angiogenesis use peak rarefactional US pressure
(Pr) varying between 0.1 and 1.0 MPa.8,12,16,17

These Pr values have been shown to collapse
approximately 20% to 70% of UCAs at 1 MHz.18

Therefore, the question remains as to what caus-
es the angiogenic response. Studies involving US-
UCA-induced angiogenesis show increases in
the collateral blood supply ranging from 5% to
35% with respect to their controls.8–12 However,
the effectiveness of the therapy used in each
study cannot be correlated to Pr levels or any
other parameter used. Also, these studies do not
directly correlate a UCA mechanism to the
angiogenic response.8–12 In addition, most studies
involving US-UCA therapy use ischemic models
without exploring the underlying mechanism.
Furthermore, the time points for angiogenic
assessment (ie, days postexposure [DPE]) were
quite varied, ranging from 3 to 28 DPE.8,16,17,19,20

The goals of this study were to explore the influ-
ence of UCA collapse cavitation, the angiogenic
progression in a normal animal model, and deter-
mine whether and if so when the capillary density
(as a measure of angiogenesis) increases subse-
quent to US-UCA exposure in an effort to connect
the acute (0 day) bioeffect to the end goal of angio-
genesis. This study used a Pr of 3.8 MPa to collapse
about 100% of the UCAs18 in an effort to corre-
late a mechanism with the angiogenic response.
Previous work has shown effectiveness at lower Pr
values; however, the underlying premise is that
angiogenesis is damage induced and involves a
reparative response.9,12,13 This study inspects that

underlying premise. Examination of UCA collapse
cavitation and subsequent angiogenic effects is
integral to understanding how to increase angio-
genesis. In this study, rats were randomly
assigned to 0, 3, 6, 13, 20, and 27 DPE groups to
investigate the progression of capillary density
and inflammation in response to a Pr sufficient to
cause collapse cavitation of UCAs in a normal ani-
mal model. Capillary density was quantified in
capillaries per square millimeter via immunohis-
tochemical (IHC) staining (CD31 and CD34). 

Materials and Methods

Ultrasound
A 1.0-MHz single-element focused (f/3) trans-
ducer (E1051, 0.75-in diameter; Valpey Fisher,
Hopkinton, MA) connected to a power source
(RAM5000; Ritec, Inc, Warwick, RI) was used for
the exposures. The base was removed from a
cylindrical bowl, and plastic wrap (Saran; S. C.
Johnson & Son, Inc, Racine, WI) was placed
securely around the bowl with large rubber
bands. A custom-built plastic holder for the bowl
was constructed such that the bowl could be sus-
pended from a square post. The bowl was filled
with degassed water for US transmission (Figure
1). The water was heated to approximately 35°C
using a proportional temperature controller
(model 72; Yellow Springs Instrument Co/Cole
Parmer Instrument and Equipment Co, Vernon
Hills, IL). Mineral oil was then placed at the point
of contact (between skin and the Saran wrap) to
further ensure an air-free interface.

Exposimetry
An automated procedure, based on established
standards,21,22 was used to routinely calibrate the
US fields.23,24 While calibrations were performed
in degassed water, in situ estimation of the US
exposure quantities was required to assist in
evaluating exposure-effect responses and basic
physical mechanisms. The in situ peak rarefac-
tional Pr values were estimated from Pr (in situ) =
Pr (in vitro) e–Ax , where Pr (in vitro) is the global-
maximum water-based value, and  A is the atten-
uation coefficient of the skin (A ≈ 2 dB/cm at 1
MHz)25 overlying the gracilis muscle, which had a
thickness, x, of approximately 1 mm. Attenuation
of US by intervening tissue is negligible (0.98 of in
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vitro Pr); thus, the reported Pr is that of the in
vitro value.

Before exposures, the transducer’s peak signal
was aligned with the marked exposure site. The
peak signal was found visually using an attached
oscilloscope (500 MS/s, model 9354TM; LeCroy,
Chestnut Ridge, NY). For transducer alignment,
a low Pr value (50 kPa) was used to ensure mini-
mal US-induced damage. Parameters used dur-
ing US exposure included a Pr of 3.8 MPa, a pulse
duration (PD) consisting of a 10-cycle sine wave
(10 microseconds), a pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of 1 Hz, and an exposure duration (ED) of
2 minutes at each of the 4 locations. 

Animals
Twenty-three female Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan
Laboratories, Inc, Indianapolis, IN) were used in
this study. Precautions were taken to ensure that
all of the rats were not only within the specified
age range (11–13 weeks old), but also a specific
weight range (190–250 g; mean, 200 g). Five rats
were cage controls, and 3 rats were randomly
assigned to each of the 6 groups: 0, 3, 6, 13, 20, and
27 DPE. The cage control animals were experi-
mental shams, receiving no US or UCA treatment.

Rats were weighed and anesthetized with
ketamine hydrochloride (87 mg/kg) and xylazine
(13 mg/kg) administered intraperitoneally. Hind
limb hair over the gracilis muscle was removed
with an electric clipper, followed by a depilatory
agent (Nair; Carter-Wallace, Inc, New York, NY)
to maximize sound transmission. The rat was
then placed in a custom-built holder. Two loca-
tions, approximately 5 mm apart, on both the
right and left gracilis muscles were marked with
a black dot to denote the US exposure location.
The US transducer was visually aligned with the
black dot. After US-UCA exposure at each of 
the 4 locations, the rats recovered for their
respective group day; the 0-DPE rats were eutha-
nized with carbon dioxide approximately 1 hour
following exposure. During the study, cage con-
trol animals were randomly euthanized and
examined in the same manner as exposed rats.

The experimental protocol was approved 
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of Illinois and satis-
fied all campus and National Institutes of Health
rules for the humane use of laboratory animals.

Animals were housed in an Association for
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care (Rockville, MD)–approved animal
facility and provided food and water ad libitum.

Microbubble Preparation
The manufacturer’s recommended dosage for
infusion was used to establish the 1× concentra-
tion of Definity (Bristol-Myers Squibb Medical
Imaging, North Billerica, MA). Prior to US expo-
sure, the animal was manually infused for 30 sec-
onds with 0.5 mL of Definity solution (0.15 mL of
Definity in 0.35 mL of saline) such that UCAs
were introduced into circulation. After manual
infusion, 1.0 mL of Definity solution (0.3 mL of
Definity in 0.7 mL of saline) was infused with an
infusion pump (model 780100; KD Scientific,
Holliston, MA) for 15 minutes into the rat tail vein
at a rate of 4.0 mL/h. The resulting infusion rate
was a maximum of 2 × 108 microbubbles/min.
The first of 4 US exposed sites was started approx-
imately 5 seconds after the infusion pump was
started (2 minutes per exposed site, 2 minutes for
realignment with the next site, and 4 sites per rat
= 14 minutes). All 4 exposures were completed
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. The animal was restrained in the holder beneath
the cylindrical container for exposures. 
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before the infusion pump was stopped such that
Definity solution was present during each 2-
minute exposure.

Tissue Preparation and Processing
The tissues were extracted, formalin fixed for
24 hours, and then paraffin embedded
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc, Waltham, MA).
Three-micrometer-thick sections were stained
with: (1) hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for whole
tissue effect examination, and (2) CD31
(ab56299; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) and (3) CD34
(ab8158; Abcam) for capillary density counts.26 

Capillary Assessment
For each rat, the following microscope slides
were created: H&E, CD31, CD34, CD31 positive
control, CD31 negative control, CD34 positive
control, and CD34 negative control. The H&E slides
were used to observe whole tissue effects such as
hemorrhage (extravasation of platelets), cellular
swelling, and/or tissue discoloration. CD31 and
CD34 slides were used for capillary density count-
ing. Each CD31 and CD34 slide was divided into
15 random high-power fields (HPFs) within the
region of interest (the US-exposed area) for capil-
lary assessment (Figure 2). Each IHC control slide
was used to ensure proper staining and antibody
activity. An Axioscope 2 upright light microscope

(Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY) had an
HPF of 0.45 mm in diameter at 40× magnifica-
tion. The 15 HPFs were averaged and reported as
capillaries per square millimeter.

Inflammatory Cell Assessment
The IHC slides were digitized, and a program to
analyze the presence of CD31 and CD34 from
the images was generated in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA). This program was
designed to quantify the presence of the brown
stain indicative of inflammation marked by CD31
and CD34 (Figure 3). The results were normalized
to the cage control rats after raw percentages of
inflammatory cells were gathered. The program
was constructed to read in an image, and using
red-green-blue threshold values, highlight only
the pixels of interest. Visual examination of each
image confirmed the approximate correctness of
the program. The program then returned a per-
centage (of total pixels in the image; pixel size, 0.5
µm) of inflammatory cells with respect to the total
image. This number was used to determine the
extent to which inflammation was occurring. 

Statistical Analysis
N-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used in
MATLAB to determine if the capillary densities
and inflammatory cells for CD31 and CD34 were
statistically different for each group. The main
effects: DPE, limb, and stain, were tested for sig-
nificance with α = .05. One-way ANOVA was also
used to test whether there was a difference
between 3, 6, 13, 20, and 27 DPE. Then, 1-tailed 2-
sample t tests (α = .05) were used as a follow-up
to compare all DPE with the control and 0 DPE.
To control for the elevated family-wise error asso-
ciated with performing multiple comparisons on
the same data, the Bonferroni correction was used
(adjusted α = .004). The SEM was calculated and
displayed on relevant graphs. It is hypothesized
that, for each IHC stain, the capillary densities will
increase with increasing DPE. Inflammatory cells
were quantified via threshold estimates using
whole region of interest samples from the CD31
and CD34 slides. It is also hypothesized that the
relative presence of inflammatory cells will
decrease with increasing DPE opposing the trend
for capillary density.
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Figure 2. Representative IHC image (CD31 and CD34 stain similarly). Only full
lumen capillaries with approximately 7-µm diameters were counted as capillaries.
Scale bar indicates 50 µm.
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Results 

From each group of rats, capillary counts were
performed on the region of interest (the US-
exposed region); these counts were subsequent-
ly averaged (Figures 3 and 4). The N-way ANOVA
revealed that the means were statistically differ-
ent for the DPE main effect. A significant dif-
ference was not found between exposed limbs or
IHC stain. There was also no significant interac-
tion between exposed limbs, stain, and DPE. The
results show an initial 70% reduction in capillary
density relative to the cage control followed by
an increase in capillary density over increasing
DPE, not returning to cage control levels. The 0-
DPE rats displayed marked hemorrhage in
response to US-UCA exposure (Figure 5).
Statistical significance was reached for all DPE
when compared to acute exposure (0 DPE) for
both stains (CD31 and CD34). However, there
was no significant difference in capillary density
between 3 DPE and later time points for both
stains. The individual DPE points were com-
pared to determine when the angiogenic effect
began and determine if there was a subsequent
decrease in capillary density after angiogenic
rebound. Because 3, 6, 13, 20, and 27 DPE were
not significantly different for capillary density,
the angiogenic progression showed a rebound at
3 DPE. At 3 DPE, the capillary density increased
to approximately 60% of the cage control.

All IHC slides were digitized into images. The
IHC images were analyzed for the percentage of
pixels positive for CD31 and CD34 as an indica-
tor of inflammation and normalized to the con-
trol (Figure 6). CD31 stains for endothelial cells of
blood vessels, macrophages, and neutrophils.
CD34 stains for endothelial cells of blood vessels
and mast cells. Figure 7 shows an increase at 0
DPE but remains relatively low in all other time
points. CD31 shows statistically significant high-
er magnitudes of inflammation markers acutely
(0 DPE) than does CD34. 

Discussion

This study shows that, when collapse cavitation
is used as a mechanism for inducing a biological
effect in a normal rat muscle, there is an initial
decrease in capillary density that is followed by a

reparative mechanism causing a rebound in
capillary density at 3 DPE. The rat is unable to
fully recover from the initial insult to capillary
density within the 27 days studied. This study also
observed the involvement of inflammatory cells
after US-UCA exposure. These findings are impor-
tant in determining when to look for the enhance-
ment of US-UCA-induced angiogenesis in rat
skeletal muscle and the trends of effects with
respect to capillary density and inflammation.

Ultrasound with UCAs8,14,16 has been used
in numerous studies to promote secondary
wound-healing angiogenesis that aids in aug-
menting the body’s normal responses. Most of
these studies, however, were performed on ani-
mal models with ischemia, and the studies with
UCAs typically bore a gene, a growth factor, or
stem cells.9,10,14,16,27,28 Little work has been done
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Figure 3. CD31 across all DPE. The capillary counts are consistent between left
and right limbs but are statistically significant between 0 DPE and all other groups.
Error bars indicate SEM. *Statistically different from cage control. †Statistically dif-
ferent from 0 DPE.

Figure 4. CD34 across all DPE groups. The capillary counts are consistent
between left and right limbs but are statistically significant between 0 DPE and all
other groups. Error bars indicate SEM. *Statistically different from cage control.
†Statistically different from 0 DPE.
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to explore the involvement of the UCA, the pro-
gression of this reparative response under nor-
mal conditions, or when to look for these
responses. It is important to first observe effects
in a normal model to understand the underlying
mechanism. The time point at which angiogene-
sis is assessed in the literature varies from 3 days
after US exposure8 to 28 days after exposure.16

Furthermore, no studies to date have assessed
the inflammatory response and linked that infor-
mation to the angiogenic response. Therefore,
this study used a predominating mechanism of
collapse cavitation to assess the UCA involve-
ment, inflammatory and angiogenic responses.
Examining the mechanism and progression are
important steps to determining the mechanisms
by which US- and UCA-induced angiogenesis

occurs. While this study did not directly link the
inflammatory response to the angiogenic
response, there is evidence that supports the
increase in inflammation prior to increases in
angiogenesis.29

The mechanism being exploited in this study to
assess the angiogenic response to US and UCA
exposure was dependent on a nonthermal effect,
collapse cavitation. A US Pr of 3.8 MPa was cho-
sen such that virtually all of the microbubbles
underwent collapse cavitation. Independent
studies have shown that 95% of Definity collaps-
es at approximately Pr = 1.0 MPa in vitro.18 At
high US exposure Pr values, the percentage of
collapse cavitations occurring in vitro is large.18

As in vitro Pr values are approximately those of in
situ Pr values, high US exposure Pr values are
assumed to cause a large percentage of collapse
cavitations in situ as well. However, when relat-
ing Pr values used in relevant literature to
microbubble collapse data, most researchers
expose at Pr values wherein 20% to 70% of UCAs
collapse.8,10,12,16 Therefore, up to now there has
been no identified predominating mechanism.
This study used 100% collapse cavitation.
Furthermore, whether a particular percentage of
collapse cavitation is necessary for an angiogenic
response remains unknown. Ultrasound-UCA-
induced angiogenesis could be the result of UCA
oscillation disturbing the blood flow or direct
activation of factors intrinsic to angiogenesis,
such as inflammation.

The importance of addressing confounding
variables such as heating is of marked impor-
tance for elucidating specific biophysical mech-
anisms. For a single pulse, and under the
assumption that no heat is lost by any removal
processes, the maximum temperature increase
was calculated.30 To calculate the maximum tem-
perature increase, ΔTmax = (Q

·
Δt)/Cv was used,

where Δt is the ED (for a single pulse, ED is 10
microseconds); Cv is the medium’s heat capacity
per unit volume (4.18 J/cm3-°C for biological tis-
sue); and Q

·
is the rate of heat generation per unit

volume given by the expression30,31: Q
·

= 2αITA =
(αpp*)/(ρc), where α is the ultrasonic amplitude
absorption coefficient (0.5 dB/cm at 1 MHz); 
ITA is the temporal-average intensity (481 W/cm2);
p is approximated herein as Pr (3.8 MPa), the
peak US Pr of a single pulse; ρ is density (1000
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Figure 5. Representative image at 0 DPE exposure. Red blood cells are located
between the muscle fibers, representing extravasation indicative of capillary dam-
age. Scale bar indicates 50 µm.

Figure 6. Inflammation assessment. Images from MATLAB display identified pix-
els stained positively for CD31 (left) and the corresponding IHC image (right).
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kg/m3); and c is sound speed (1500 m/s). 
Thus, for a single 10-microsecond pulse, ΔTmax is
0.13 m°C.

However, for repeated pulses with an ED of 120
seconds and a PRF of 1 Hz, the duty factor is PD
× PRF = 10–5, thus yielding temporal-average
intensity of 4.81 mW/cm2. Therefore, Q

·
is 554

W/m3, yielding ΔTmax of 16 m°C. This maximum
temperature increase estimate assumes that
there is no heat removal, which would not neces-
sarily be the case for a 2-minute exposure. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that heating is not an
operative biophysical mechanism.

The standard for assessing angiogenesis in ani-
mal models is increased vessel count, as demon-
strated in numerous angiogeneis studies.7,8,10,16

Therefore, capillary density was used in this
study. Furthermore, two stains were chosen to
ensure capillary density counting consistency.
Size and shape exclusion was practiced in the
quantification of capillary density. CD31 and
CD34 are common stains for the endothelial
cells of capillaries, but these stains were also used
to measure inflammation because they bind to
numerous cells that are involved in inflammation
or inflammation resolution, including endothe-
lial cells, macrophages, and neutrophils (CD31)
and mast cells (CD34).

Both CD31 and CD34 capillary counts follow
the same trend, where after an initial insult with
US there is a reduction in the capillary density
with respect to the cage control. Not only do
CD31 and CD34 observations follow the same
trend, but also the capillary densities are compa-
rable for a particular DPE as well.

To address inflammatory cell involvement,
CD31-positive pixels were computed relative to
the total number of pixels on the CD31 and CD34
digitized slides. Ultrasound has been document-
ed to enhance the activity of cells involved in
inflammation,32–34 and inflammatory cells are
important contributors to angiogenesis.35 Because
endothelial cells of blood vessels, monocytes,
macrophages, mast cells, and neutrophils are carri-
ers of the CD31 and/or CD34 molecules, they can
provide a quantitative indication of inflammatory
cell involvement. However, CD31 and CD34
demonstrated a marked difference when consid-
ering the level of inflammatory cell involvement,
presumably because CD31 stains for more types

of cells involved in inflammation than does
CD34. When the lumen of capillaries is dis-
turbed, blood components are released into the
wound site to activate the clotting cascade.
Platelets degranulate and release granules that
secrete growth factors, which attract neutrophils
and monocytes.28 The involvement of neu-
trophils, monocytes, and macrophages detected
with CD31 but not with CD34.

It should be noted that artifacts and stain
intensity may have affected the estimations of
inflammation. There was a sharp increase in
inflammatory cells in the acute rat group (0
DPE). It was expected that this sharp increase
would be followed by a more gradual decrease
than what was observed, but the trends of the
two stains are similar. To date, bioeffects studies
assess events at day 0, while angiogenesis studies
assess effects at days 3 to 28. This study explored
the connection between the bioeffect and angio-
genesis from 0 to 27 days. Because US has been
speculated to enhance inflammation, the results
in this study appear to be consistent.

The results gathered in this study showed
opposing trends for capillary density and inflam-
mation after US-UCA exposure. The initial insult
to capillary density was presumably due to the
violent collapse that cavitation contributes to
US-UCAs. Wound healing involves several
stages: homeostasis, inflammation, and angio-
genesis.29 Collapsing 100% of the UCAs in the
exposed region likely caused an inflammatory
reaction subsequent to coagulation (homeosta-
sis), which was detected at 0 DPE when capillary
density was reduced. Allowing time to heal
results in endothelial cell proliferation and
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Figure 7. Normalized (to cage controls) percentage of inflammatory cells.
*Statistically different from 0 DPE.
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angiogenesis,29 which, in this study, was seen as
an increase in capillary density along with a
decrease in inflammation leading to wound res-
olution, supporting data shown herein.

Although this study observed inflammatory cell
involvement, it has been speculated that hypox-
ia, direct vascular endothelial growth factor en -
hancement, endothelial cell activation, platelet
activation, mechanical stress, increased perme-
ability, and hemodynamic changes such as
inflammatory cell activation and inertial cavita-
tion contribute to US-UCA-induced angiogene-
sis.7,8,16,36–38 Further work to characterize the
response and biophysics of US-UCA-induced
angiogenesis needs to be completed to explore
the mechanistic trigger.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is that a bit of uncer-
tainty is introduced when counting capillaries, as
capillaries occur in networks and form complex
systems within tissues. The capillary density
measurements were therefore not only a mea-
sure of angiogenesis but also tissue perfusion.
Numerous studies, however, have used vessel
density as a measure of both angiogenesis and
tissue perfusion.8–10,13,16,17

For controls, we only studied animals that
received no treatment. Ideally, controls should
also include a group receiving US alone. Our
intent, however, was to focus on the biophysics
relating to bubble dynamics in this study.

Research shown in this study does not account
for US-UCA-induced angiogenesis where there
are other competing mechanisms (ie, diseased
model and attached growth factors). The objec-
tives of this study were to determine the effect of
100% collapse cavitation, progression of angio-
genesis as a result of a prescribed US exposure in
terms of capillary density in a temporal study. 

Conclusions
This study found that the angiogenic progression
began 3 days after undergoing US-UCA expo-
sure. The optimum amount of recovery in
response to collapse cavitation occurred at 3 DPE
and did not return to control levels by 27 DPE in
the normal rat at the Pr level of 3.8 MPa.
Capillaries responded with an acute decrease in
density, presumably as a result of vascular

endothelial cell damage, resulting in local hem-
orrhage. The capillary density increase was fol-
lowed by a decrease at 3 DPE and remained level
until 27 DPE. This study also showed that inflam-
mation cells (staining positively for CD31 or
CD34) increased acutely with exposure to US
and the UCA. The increase in inflammation
decreased to control levels by 3 DPE, which
opposed the trend seen for the density of capil-
laries. This study showed that inflammation
plays a role in angiogenesis induced by US-UCA.
This study also suggested that 100% collapse cav-
itation causes capillary destruction from which
normal rats are unable to recover and thus may
be too damaging to be therapeutically beneficial. 
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